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Both Shown with 10’’ 
Standard Bowl

How They Work

10-in (25cm)
Shallow Bowl

Understanding Speed And Accuracy 

Speed will depend on several factors. In general, when totalizing 550 to 600 
seeds per minute is the maximum. At higher speeds, single-�le feeding 
becomes di�cult and accuracy su�ers accordingly. However, some small seeds 
do feed well at higher rates and some larger sizes must run much slower. Top 
speed may di�er with variety.

Accuracy of +/- 1 seed per thousand can be obtained. Good accuracy requires 
care in set-up, moderate speeds, and clean samples that single-�le readily. An exception may be cha�y seeds when high 
speed motion tends to keep them separate. If the range of seed sizes in a sample vary greatly, controlled, single-�le 
feeding may be di�cult or impossible.

Choosing a model

The Model 801 is designed for heavy continuous duty operation in both batch and totalizing count modes. Since the 
feeder is not stopped after each batch, it has the highest production rate. The Model 77 totalize counts only, will 
withstand heavy continuous operation, and needs little maintenance.

The following chart gives approximate bowl capacities, average feed
rates* during batch counting process, and time required to empty a full bowl.

*The average speed (seeds/minute) shown are average for batch-counting. Totalize counting can be 2 to 3 times 
faster. Capacity is approximate number of seeds in a full bowl.

Seeds to be counted are placed in the Vibratory Feeder Bowl which has a
spirally inclined track around the inside. Seeds are moved upward along the
track by electromagnetic vibration.

Selective devices in the Bowl are adjusted to arrange seeds into a single �le,
one layer deep, before they are discharged into the Output Chute. As a seed 
speeds down the chute it is detected by a light sensitive sensor. 
The threshold (senitivity) of this sensor can be adjusted so that most cha� or
smaller foreign material will not be counted.

As a Batch Counter, the Model 801 counts a preset quantity of seeds into one
chute, and then diverts the �ow of seeds to the alternate chute - without 
stopping the feeder. Delivery of preset quantities continues from alternate 
chutes.

The totalizing operation registers the total count of all seeds after they have
been discharged from the feeder.
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